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For over 40 years TYCROP Trailers has focused on helping 
customers succeed, to have a competitive advantage – to be 
FIRST. The trailers we innovate do more than just work and last – 
they are designed and engineered from the ground up to increase 
customer profitability and performance.

It means optimizing payload capacity while enhancing handling and 
operational safety. It means improving your bottom line with 
efficiency improvements and lower operating costs. It means 
delivering trailers that are built tougher, easier to use and simpler to 
maintain.

These advantages put our equipment FIRST in the market, put our 
customers FIRST in business, and put operators FIRST in safety 
and efficiency. And that puts everyone FIRST on the road.

Our Mission
Our team provides quality transport trailer 
products and services that profitably and 
safely serve our customers in the bulk 
commodity/resource sectors.

Our Vision
To be an enduring and sustainable 
business that engages our people to 
design and manufacture quality products 
and services centered on our customers’ 
needs.



Collaborate
•  Develop and maintain purposeful relationships with
    employees, customers, suppliers and the
    community to ensure we start, work and win all
    opportunities as a team.

•  Be open, honest and proactive, enabling purposeful
    responses and actions.

•  Seize opportunity. Work together to find a solution.

•  Be a good listener and ask questions.

Trust
•  Be genuine and transparent.

•  Deliver on your promises.

•  Embrace change. Be open to new ideas.

•  See mistakes as an opportunity for improvement.

•  We are all customer care. Everything you do
    impacts the customer.

OUR CORE VALUES

Quality
•  Develop and continuously improve our systems,
    knowledge and skills.

•  Promote a quality culture by supporting our
    mission, vision, goals and objectives and be an
    advocate for TYCROP Trailers and our products.

•  Our reputation is built on the quality of our
    products.

People
•  Protect your teammates by approaching what you
    do with safety in mind. Look out for each other.

•  Encourage professional development and growth.
    Be an advocate for creating opportunity.

•  Hire for culture, train for skills. Coach for success.

•  Communicate effectively.

•  Respect everyone.



CORPORATE OVERVIEW
TYCROP Manufacturing Ltd.
TYCROP Manufacturing Ltd. is the parent company of two distinct businesses: TYCROP Trailers, Located 
in Sardis BC, and Propell Oilfield Equipment Located in Chilliwack BC, Calgary AB, and Granbury TX.

Innovation Must 
Create Value
At TYCROP Trailers we are always working tirelessly 
with our customers to improve our products, helping 
and guiding them to ensure their innovation creates 
value to ourselves and their business.

We Never Say No
TYCROP trailers is always looking for new 
opportunities, always striving to better ourselves and 
our products

Safety Before Delivery
We are COR safety certified, we strive to ensure that 
every person that comes to work leaves work feeling 
safe and comfortable at their job.



PRODUCT LINEUP

Weight

Volume

Payload

23,876 lbs. (10,830 kg)
25,331 lbs. (11,490 kg) on extended models

5,627 - 6,481 cu. ft. (on extended models)

93,648 lbs. (42.5 tonnes)

Named for the rush of product as it stands tall on a 
tipper, the Avalanche Trailer is an icon in the forest and 
wood fiber industry.

Capable of hauling massive loads of chips and other 
wood fiber products the Avalanche is an integral part of 
many profitable operations. We take great pride in our 
trailer design paying particular attention not only to 
volume and maintenance, but to functions that 
enhance safety and ease of operations.

A moving floor trailer that provides a proven method of 
unloading almost any material, almost anywhere.

Haul bulk materials one way and haul freight back. The 
SmoothFlow gives you the opportunity to haul any 
commodity and load and off-load to any receiving 
configuration. We have customers hauling everything 
from garbage and tires to pallets of dry goods and 
cattle!

Post/Panel: 17,900 lbs. (8,119 kg)
Extruded Panel: 19,500 lbs. (8,845 kg) 

Weight

Volume

Lengths

Options

3,922 cu. ft.

53’ (available in 42’and 48’)

Lift axle, moving wall, drum or disc brakes
Keith or Cargo moving floor



Weight

Volume

Payload

26,477 lbs. (12,010 kg)

2,598 cu. ft.

92,594 lbs. (42 tonnes)

Weight

Volume

Payload

30,430 lbs. (13,803 kg)

5,120 cu. ft.

88,185 lbs. (40 tonnes)

Our unique chassis brings together the best in function 
and form. Independent unloading of the lead and pup 
without needing landing legs provides great versatility 
and speed in delivery.

Even with a superior 42 tonne payload, the ShuttleFrame 
chassis design smoothly handles the roadway.

It’s called BigBox for a reason! Maximum volume is the 
key to efficient hauling and TYCROP has gone after 
every available inch. Over 5100 cubic feet gives plenty 
of room and the 1” thick reinforced aluminum walls 
provide more than enough strength for any type of bulk 
material.

Unload can be done anywhere and anytime with 
on-board hydraulic rams or on a tipper.



DMI Pulp Mill
In 2001, the Daishowa Marubeni Pulp Mill was built in Peace 
River, Alberta. Working hard with our long time customer Arrow 
Transportation, we were able to design and innovate our existing 
Chip Trailer product to obtain less weight and expand the volume 
in which the unit carried, With our team work and partnership 
with our customer, Arrow was awarded the contract and 42 
TYCROP B-Train Chip Trailers were.

Sand Trailer
In 2017, TYCROP was approached by an American Leasing 
company to provide them with full “Sandstorm” Units. With this 
they needed a way to transport the frac sand from intermodel 
storage to the Frac site. As with all of our big projects we were 
able to band together design and build over 170 units before the 
end of 2018. 

PAST PROJECTS

Cypress Anvil Mine
In 1995, TYCROP Manufacturing worked with the Cypress Anvil 
Mine Project, to deliver 31 custom built iron and zinc ore haulers. 
We were required to work within the government weight laws 
and zero tolerance environmental impact laws. The road blocks 
were present from day one,but through our efforts, engineers 
and contacts we worked with the government as well as 
Peterbilt to design a trailer that would haul 178,000LBS of 
product, our environmentally friendly tanks that regulated 
temperature and our 3 axle truck, 6 axle B-train configuration 
trailer minimized road impact.The Project was completed  on 
time and on budget.

Sedena Hes Mine
In 1999, The Sedena Mine Project required 15 units very similar 
to the Cypress Project. The massive road block was delivering 
15 units in 60 days. When completed the project was delivered 
on time and on budget.

CIG Sand Trailer



SAFETY & CERTIFICATION

Here at TYCROP Trailers we 
strive every day to provide a 
safe and comfortable facility to 
work in. We have received the 
OSSE COR certification through 
the BC manufacturing safety 
standard council and have been 
featured in the manufacturing 
safety alliance’s magazine 
“Make it Safe.” 

Our motto “Safety Before 
Delivery” is instilled from our 
president down to our newest 
employees as the most 
important daily focus 
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